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Abstract 

Modelling the whole power system of an airborne system requires very high 

computational capacity. This paper presents a possible approach to overcome this 

obstacle when considering new technology and topologies in airborne systems.  Using 

controlled current converters and electromechanical actuators for rudder control are 

examples of such new technology. 

 

The governing idea is to separate the high (electrical) and low (mechanical) frequency 

parts [1] of the model and thereafter only consider the low frequency part.  Electrical 

components as current and/or voltage converters/inverters are then described in terms 

of efficiencies or in circuit diagrams in form of load dependent resistors [2] and in 

electromachines by means of load dependent loss resistances equivalent with their 

electromechanical efficiencies [3]. Step-down and step-up voltage converters are 

described as fictive DC/DC transformers. This approach makes it possible to reduce 

the complexity of power system models of tentative systems to such extent that the 

resulting computational tool can be used for studies of the system performance during 

entire flight missions and/or for optimisation. 

 

   Introduction 

When considering new technical solutions in mobile systems as vehicles, aircrafts etc 

it is essential to be able to study the interplay between the corresponding suggested 

components. In mobile systems in general and in flying systems in particular low 

weight is an extremely important requirement. This calls for the need to consider new 

technology. For airborne systems there is a potential to reduce weight regarding 

electromachines, mechanical actuators, and hydraulic systems. A first attempt in this 

direction is the so-called More Electrical Aircraft (MEA) concept. In such a system 

hydraulic actuators are replaced by electromechanical or electrohydraulic actuators. 



Attempts have been made to create operable computational models of suggested 

system topologies. The resulting models are complex and hard to manage and 

extremely CPU-demanding. This paper presents a possible approach to overcome this 

obstacle when considering new technology and topologies in airborne systems. 

 

General Modelling Approach 

The governing idea is to use only quasi-stationary electrical state variables [1]. This 

means that actual fast variations within each switch cycle are neglected. Instead quasi 

cycles of order of magnitudes longer are considered. The period transformation ratio 

nT is set to a value such that the transformed switch cycles match the ripple 

frequencies of involved electromachines. This can be interpreted as an increase of the 

time constants in the electrical parts of the model by the used period transformation 

ratio. This is manifested by a corresponding increase of involved capacitances and 

inductances by said period transformation ratio nT. The power dissipation in involved 

components such as current and/or voltage converters/inverters are described in terms 

of load dependent resistors yielding specified efficiencies. Electromachine efficiency 

data are in the same way represented by equivalent load dependent loss resistances [3]. 

Step-down and step-up voltage converters are described as fictive DC/DC 

transformers with attached loss resistances.  

 

The modelling object 

 

The model object is in principal any confined system comprising electrical power 

generation, conversion, transmission, storage and consumption components. The latter 

can be mechanical, electrical and thermal. For simplicity the studied model object is 

stripped down to a minimised system for a UAV More Electric Aircraft, illustrated in 

Fig 1.  
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Fig. 1. More Electric Aircraft concept  
 

 

The model object comprises: 

1 Main generator  30 kW, 800 Hz, 8 pole  

1 Auxiliary generator  10 kW 

1 Controlled current rectifier for the main power consumption 115/200VAC/270VDC 

1 Inverter 270VDC/115VAC 

1 Controlled rectifier for the electrical control system 1 kW, 37 V 

1 NiCd battery 24 V, 27 Ah 

1 Thermal-chemical battery 31 V, 2 kW during 6 min Ah 

1 DC/DC converter step up/down 28V/270V 

Resistive load components 115 VAC 1-15 kW 

Resistive load components 270 VDC 10-15 kW 

Resistive load components 28 V   0.1-1.5 kW 

3 electromechanical rudder actuators 1.3 kW, 270 V 

 

The model 

 

In Fig. 2. an electric circuit diagram of the model object is shown. The models of the 

electrical components comprise a generic electromachine model with characterising 

parameters such as, torque and back-emf constants, moment of inertia and a load 

dependent resistance representing its electromechanical efficiency, see Fig. 3. The 



appropriate electromachine efficiencies can be updated during the simulation by use of 

lookup tables or analytical expressions obtained from measurements and/or literature.  
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a simplified model of an airborne power system 
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Fig. 3. The generic model of an electromachine with the parameters moment of 

 inertia,  loss resistance, torque and back-emf constants.  

 

The control of the actuator electromachines are accomplished by variable 

magnetisation, which is obtained by variation of the torque and back-emf constants 

with, preserved torque and back-emf quotient.  

 

The main generator is here considered as a permanent magnetised synchronous 

machine. This implies the necessity to control its output. The controlled current 

rectifier is responsible for that task. The approach to model this component could be 

done by use of a load dependent resistance and a switch with a transformed switch 

cycle period as mentioned previously. This approach is valuable when considering the 

reactive power balance regarding filtering reactive components such as storage 

capacitors connected to the DC bus between the controlled rectifier and the inverter. 



However it is possible to go further, where only the pure rms values of all electrical 

variables are considered. This is done by introducing a fictive DC/DC transformer 

with variable transformer ratio. 

 

The current inverter is modelled by a fictive DC/DC transformer with a load 

dependent resistance representing its losses. 

 

The model of the considered battery, Salt Delta Plus NiCd 27 Ah is represented by the 

following expression describing its voltages as a function of actual charge /discharge 

current and charge state. 

 
U= 25 – R i * I - (0.074 * I + 0.01) * (100 - Q %) 
 
U= [V] Battery terminal voltage 
Ri= [mΩ] Internal impedance  
I=[kA] Battery output current 
Q= state of charge % 
 
Ri is temperature dependent. 
Down to T= -18 [°C] the following expression for Ri can be used: 
Ri=(100-T) x 3 / 20 [mΩ]   
 

Simulation example 

 

As all complex system the studied model comprises a nearly infinite number of states. 

This means that it is necessary to set up some limitations. Therefore, a starting point 

can be to divide the flight mission in the following phases 

 Engine start 

 Test/taxing 

 Take off 

 Cruise 

 Mission  

 Landing 

 

In Table 1. some typical flight data are assembled for a tentative UAV mission 

The transition between the different phases can be modelled by introduction of 

disconnector switches between relevant components. In this demonstration simulation 

example the take off phase is chosen. The true rms model is also selected in order to 

show the ability of the model to result into a fast computer code. Of certain interest is 



to attain a model that run faster than real time, because this feature makes the resulting 

codes apt for real time simulators.  

Table 1. An example of an UAV mission profile. 

UAV Mission profile             
 Table1             

Mode 
Engine 

start Test/Taxiing Take off Cruise Mission Landing 
Duration  1 min 5 min 3 min 30 min 18 min 3 min 
        
Actuator angular speed 
[rad/s]  +/-1 +/-2 +/-0.1 +/- 0.5 +/-1 
Torque [Nm]  5 800 200 800 200 
Frequency [Hz]  0,5 0,2 2 0.3 2 
        
270V-Load [kW] Utility 1 10 10 10 15 10 
28V-Load [kW] 0,1 1 1 1 2 1 
        
ESS Load [kW] 0 1 2 1 1 2 
        
Aux gen [kW] 0 Standby Standby Standby Standby Standby 
        
Batteries [A] 500      
Thermal battery Standby Standby Standby Standby Standby Standby 
        
Generator 30 [kW]       

 

 

In the take off phase the actuators has to deliver a considerable torque at 

comparatively big angular deflections. The load represented by the torque is normally 

phase shifting (sign +/-). In this simulation the torque is constant and not shifting.  The 

preliminary analyses are performed in the take off mode, and at fixed angular speed of 

the main generator. One indicator of the state of the power system then is the level of 

the actual DC voltage in DC bus between the controlled rectifier and the inverter. The 

control of the rectifier is embodied by a conventional PI-controller. The nominal DC 

bus voltage then is set to 270 V. The steering of the actuators are done by open control 

of the magnetising level of the actuator electromachines, which are connected to 

mechanical loads comprising mechanical inertia and damper components. The 

magnitudes of the damper components are set such that the resulting torques is 

reached with the stated deflection amplitudes and frequencies according to Table 1.  In 

Table 2 all model parameter of involved components are summarised.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table  2. The system parameters. 

 

 

Controlled Current 

rectifier 

Actuator 1 Actuator 2 Actuator 3 

P [V-1] 1/270 - - - 

e [V/rad/s] - 135 135 135 

t [Nm/A]  - 103 103 103 

J [kgm2 ] - 3.6m 3.6m 3.6m 

Dl  [Nm/rad/s] - 398 398 398 

Jl  [kgm2] - 36m 36m 36m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. The angular velocity and magnetisation level of the actuators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. The DC bus voltage.  



 

In Fig. 4 and 5. a sample simulation of the system is shown illustrating the DC bus 

voltage variation together with the manoeuvring of the 3 actuators in various ways.  

 

Interpretation 

 

The proposed model approach has been demonstrated to be able to manage the whole 

range of critical components in More Electric Aircraft power systems. The simulation-

real time ratio of the model implemented in the simulation package SABER on a 400 

MHz PC showed to be 0.03. The number of system variables were also kept at a 

minimal level. This means that there is a considerable potential to extend the model 

towards more complex system including interaction with the cooling, fuel and 

avionics systems. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The presented modelling approach is considered to constitute a platform on which new 

technologies regarding e. g. converters and electromachines can studied and evaluated 

in future airborne systems. The approach also makes it possible to include the cooling, 

fuel and avionics system, which makes it useful in the optimisation process of entire 

aircraft. 
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